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Omniunit Group is an international holding company. The company's

main focus is the development and implementation of its software

products and services in the decentralized finance markets. 

The company's philosophy is to introduce innovative technology into

the daily lives of users. The ability to provide quality passive and

active income to anyone regardless of their race, gender, location

and financial competence.

Standards exist to exceed them
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OMNIUNIT COIN

Omniunit coin is the basic unit of payment

for the entire Omniunit eco-system.

OMNIUNIT STAKING

Steaking is the primary passive income

tool for Omniunit eco-system investors. By

placing their tokens in the Omniunit node,

they get the opportunity to earn passive

income

CLOUD MINING

Access to the mining pool to get profits in

top cryptocurrencies

Omniunit 
De-Fi
OMNIUNIT DECENTRALIZED

FINANCES



Omniunit Coin (Omniunit) WAVES is the basic unit of payment of the

entire Omniunit ecosystem. The coin is used to interact with any

Omniunit Group products and services (Omniunit LTD, etc.) Basically,

the token is implemented in the WAVES blockchain. On the LPos

protocol. The final issue of the asset is 1,000,000,000 coins.

Access to the Waves Exechange DEX platform is an undeniable

advantage for users, creating a client-friendly inteface even for

those just starting to work with cryptocurrency. And the multi-token

wallet is a great solution for storing digital assets.

Standards exist to exceed them

Omniunit Coin
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The parallel digital asset is (Omniunit) ERC20. Coin exchanges

between the Etherium and WAVES blockchains are implemented 1:1

through Omniunit-swap.The  issue of the asset is 1,000,000,000

coins. (Omniunit) ERC20 is used for integration with Metamask, other

D-apps in the Etherium network and cryptocurrency exchanges.

Standards exist to exceed them

Omniunit Coin
(ERC20)
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1 OMNIUNIT DEX

Omniunit-DEX cryptocurrency exchange

OMNIUNIT LAUNCHPAD

Omniunit Launchpad is a platform for crypto

startups, ICOs and IEOs supported by Omniunit

Group.

OMNIUNIT FX

Blockchain based solutions for traditional

markets

OMNIUNIT TECHNOLOGIES

Omniunit Technologies is a product and service

development cluster for the digital assets and

decentralized finance markets.
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